FREEDOM OF CHOICE
WITH THE FINISHING TOUCH OF GROHE FLUSH PLATES
GROHE is the only company in the industry that can offer a true freedom of choice with a 100% perfect match in color, design and size.
Embrace color in the bathroom – down to the last detail. GROHE Colors Collection lets you express your own taste and personality, adding color that sets the tone for a truly distinctive bathroom scheme. Are you looking for a warm, organic feel, or a crisp, masculine look? With the GROHE Colors Collection you can achieve any mood you desire with a range of color finishes across every touchpoint, right down to the flushplate.

With our sleek, chic flushplates available in every GROHE color, and with a choice of designs and sizes, you can be sure that your scheme will set just the right tone, reflecting your taste across every aspect of your bathroom.
AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES

SMALL FLUSH PLATE | ORIGINAL SIZE (SKATE COSMOPOLITAN S)

STANDARD FLUSH PLATE | ORIGINAL SIZE (SKATE COSMOPOLITAN)
ARENA COSMOPOLITAN S

The lozenge shape of the flush button lends the Arena Cosmopolitan flush plate a sporty touch. The characteristic lozenge shape takes the key aspects of GROHE design and interprets them with a ‘sensual minimalism’.

Arena Cosmopolitan S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37 624 000</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 624 P00</td>
<td>Matt Chrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 624 SH0</td>
<td>Alpine White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 624 DC0</td>
<td>SuperSteel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SKATE COSMOPOLITAN S

Minimalist design, simple geometry with an appearance of pureness and clarity. The joint catches the light and encourages the user to interact intuitively. Skate Cosmopolitan flush plates complement our brassware collections and will enhance your next bathroom project. Like all new small flush plates, they can be installed very easy - invisible magnetic fixings complete the design.

Skate
Cosmopolitan S

37 535 000
Chrome
37 535 P00
Matt Chrome
37 535 SH0
Alpine White
37 535 DC0
SuperSteel
NOVA COSMOPOLITAN S

With its fresh design Nova Cosmopolitan brings an exciting modern element to our comprehensive range of flush plates. Its use of geometric shapes – circular actuation is framed by a rectangular plate – makes it the ideal choice for cutting edge spaces. A choice of colors ensures the design complements several of our brassware and shower collections.
THE FINISHING TOUCH!

GROHE COLORS OFFER A FASCINATING VARIETY TO CHOOSE FROM.

COLOR IS SENSIBILITY IN MATERIAL FORM, MATTER IN ITS PRIMORDIAL STATE

YVES KLEIN
COLORS COLLECTION

COLORS – EVERYTHING YOU NEED!
For the exclusive bathrooms, the small actuation plates are also available in exceptional colors. These products are perfectly suited to meet individual wishes. This leaves nothing to be desired and allows new design possibilities for your bathroom. The exclusive solution for your bathroom. Perfection made in Germany.

Polished Surfaces
- 37 535 GL0 Cool Sunrise
- 37 535 DA0 Cool Sunrise
- 37 535 A00 Hard Graphite
- 37 535 BE0 Polished Nickel

Brushed Surfaces
- 37 535 GN0 Brushed Cool Sunrise
- 37 535 DL0 Brushed Warm Sunset
- 37 535 AL0 Brushed Hard Graphite
- 37 535 EN0 Brushed Nickel
ALL ROUNDERS WITH
STATE-OF-THE-ART
FLUSHING TECHNOLOGY

CLASSIC DESIGNS FOR EVERY BATHROOM!
At GROHE, we follow through modern bathroom design consistently right down to the WC flush plate. Apart from the purely functional aspect of flushing, this detail also fulfills an important design function.

GROHE has developed a unique and diverse range in which the WC flushing mechanism, available in a number of extremely attractive variants, is a core element of the design concept and can be coordinated perfectly with the faucets and other equipment features.

Skate Cosmopolitan

Skate Air Dual Flush

Arena Cosmopolitan

Nova Cosmopolitan

38 732 000 Chrome
38 732 P00 Matt Chrome
38 732 SH0 Alpine White
38 732 SR0 Stainless Steel

38 844 000 Chrome
38 844 P00 Matt Chrome
38 844 SH0 Alpine White

38 765 000 Chrome
38 765 P00 Matt Chrome
38 765 SH0 Alpine White

38 505 000 Chrome
38 505 P00 Matt Chrome
38 505 SH0 Alpine White

grohe.com
GROHE SANITARY SYSTEMS
ONE FITS ALL

The cistern is the heart of any concealed system for WCs, in drywall and solid constructions. GROHE has experience in production of concealed cistern for more than 40 years. This lead to more than 20 Million cisterns installed world-wide. GROHE concealed products generally come with an extended replacement parts warranty of 15 years. Replacement sets are available for a full 30 years for our concealed cisterns WC cisterns and can be fitted with dual-flush technology, which allows the user to select the required volume and thereby saving water. A wide range of flush plates offer a coordinated design with a wide variety of faucets. All GROHE cisterns fit to these flush plates which leads to peace of mind when designing the bathroom.

COMBINATION IS EASY
Small plates fit with small shaft, regular plates with regular shaft. For further information please visit grohe.com
GROHE SENSIA ARENA
FIRST CLASS SEATS FOR EVERYONE
ENJOY THE SHOWER TOILET THAT CLEANS YOU WITH PURE, WARM WATER.

FORGET EVERYTHING YOU KNOW ABOUT TOILETS.
As of now, the GROHE Sensia Arena does everything better. It cleans you with warm water. It eliminates unpleasant odors. It has special hygienic coatings, and powerful flushing keeps the toilet clean. It can be controlled easily and conveniently via your smartphone or remote control. And its elegant design blends seamlessly into any bathroom. Step into the new age of toilets with the GROHE Sensia Arena – and enjoy that first-class clean feeling every day.
With GROHE Ceramics there is no need to rely on guesswork. Our dedicated design team looked at each individual product to determine which faucet and basin shapes look best together, guaranteeing you a seamless, complete design aesthetic. In addition, we physically tested our products against three criteria to make sure every suggested combination offers you a perfect match.
DISCOVER
THE WORLD OF GROHE

This is just a small selection of what the world of GROHE has to offer. Whether you are looking for ideas or solutions for bathroom and kitchen, here is where you will find your inspiration.

GROHE LITERATURE

VISIT US ONLINE AND ON SOCIAL NETWORKS

FACEBOOK GROHE.enjoywater | INSTAGRAM grohe_global
TWITTER GROHE | YOUTUBE GROHE | PINTEREST GROHE

ALREADY MORE THAN ONE MILLION FANS. JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
SUBSCRIBE TO OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL, AND REGULARLY GET LATEST VIDEOS AND UPDATES.

VISIT GROHE.COM
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